Customer Story: Showpad, Belgium
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SHOWPAD

a full-featured sales and
presentation tool for tablets – builds
on callas pdfToolbox to support PDF
Showpad enables companies to turn their tablets into sales and presentation tools. It allows
controlled distribution of content that is always up-to-date, follows company-branding
rules and provides in-depth usage feedback. The platform provides a win-win for sales reps,
sales and marketing managers and customers.

Peter Minne
Co-Founder & CTO

The majority of the content being uploaded to
the Showpad platform consists of PDF documents.
To use those in the most optimal way on tablets,
they need to be properly optimized and Showpad
was struggling to convert those PDF documents
that didn’t fully comply with their exact PDF
standards. That’s when callas pdfToolbox came
into the picture. Peter Minne, Co-Founder & CTO
at Showpad: “We needed a solution that would increase
the number of files we could optimize, allow extensive
tweaking of the optimization process, return feedback on
possible PDF issues, and offer better performance.”
Showpad runs a cloud-based Online Platform
as a central clearing house to upload content and
administer their solution. The pdfToolbox engine
from callas can easily be integrated into such
an environment using the CLI (Command-Line
Interface). It provides a full range of functionality
to optimize PDF documents: quality control, fixing
potential problems, creating preview images,
impositioning… And it runs on all major platforms
including Mac, Windows and a number of Linux and
Unix flavors. Peter Minne continues: “We installed
the pdfToolbox CLI early in 2013; the fact that it supports
Linux was a real benefit to us, allowing us to stick with the
operating system we are most familiar with”.

If necessary pdfToolbox CLI can easily be moved
between platforms, as installation and usage are
fully platform independent. On top of that it can
scale with an online platform, supporting load
balancing in environments where volumes are high
or response times are critical and can be installed
on owned servers or virtual servers at companies
such as Amazon. All the while pdfToolbox is
built on industry-standard Adobe PDF Library
technology and provides the same robust quality
control capabilities as found in Adobe Acrobat

itself (the preflight plug-in for Adobe Acrobat Pro
is developed by callas).
“An additional important benefit,” explains Peter
Minne, “is that most of the work in testing and further
development of the advanced optimizations for PDF
documents can be done on our desktop machines. We
simply create configurations using pdfToolbox Desktop
and send them to the server when we’re convinced they
will do the job. Very convenient.”
These remote configuration and administration
capabilities of pdfToolbox Desktop were one of
the most important features when pdfToolbox
6 was released. They allow pdfToolbox Desktop
on Mac and Windows to act as remote client to a
pdfToolbox Server or CLI running anywhere on
the network. In a cloud-based environment they
can overcome the need to perform all testing and
configuration tasks on the server machine itself,
often resulting in significant time gains.

About callas pdfToolbox CLI
Expanding development horizons on a wide
range of supported platforms, the well thought-out
commands, easy installation and comprehensive
documentation make it a breeze to get started
developing with callas pdfToolbox CLI for all levels
of developers.
Customers can rapidly integrate the very highly
performing, industry-standard PDF preflight and
correction tools into any type of solution from
truly versatile web applications to submission
platforms. pdfToolbox CLI provides the thorough
and comprehensive processing required to
complete any solution, meaning the sky’s the limit
as to what needs to be built.
From web applications running on UNIXbased platforms to file submission systems using
the latest PDF/X standards; from enterprise level
document management systems to any other kind
of PDF workflow - whatever the requirements,
callas pdfToolbox CLI provides stable and proven
PDF technology.

About callas Software
callas software finds simple ways to handle
complex PDF challenges. As a technology
innovator, callas software develops and
markets PDF technology for publishing, print
production, document exchange and document
archiving. callas software helps agencies,
publishing companies and printers to meet the
challenges they face by providing software to
preflight, correct and repurpose PDF files for
print production and electronic publishing.
Businesses and government agencies all over
the world rely on callas software’s future-proof,
fully PDF/A compliant archiving products.
In addition, callas software technology is
available as a programming library (SDK) for
developers with a need for PDF optimization,
validation and correction. Software vendors
such as Adobe®, Quark®, Xerox® and many
others have recognized the quality and
flexibility provided by these callas tools and
have incorporated them into their solutions.
callas software actively supports inter
national standards and actively participates in
ISO, CIP4, the European Color Initiative, the
PDF Association, AIIM, BITKOM and the Ghent
PDF Workgroup. In addition, callas software is
a founding member of the PDF Association, and
since October 2010, Olaf Drümmer has served
as its chairman.
callas software is based in Berlin, Germany.
For more information, visit the callas software
website at: http://www.callassoftware.com.

About Showpad
Showpad is a Mobile Sales Enablement
application aimed at drastically improving the
sales effectiveness of any enterprise with a sales
team. Their technology enables businesses
to create and manage a tailored sales and
presentation app, distribute content to tablets
and get insights in user activity and content
usage. With the Showpad App, sales reps can
easily present and share content, gather contact
data and collaborate with co-workers.
Showpad is a privately owned company
established in 2011. Headquarter in Ghent,
Belgium with offices in Germany and the United
States.
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